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The first phase of a Department of Energy (DOE) , 
sponsored Hydrothermal Injection Program was conduct
ed at the Raft River KGRA in sourthern Idaho. The 
test method used consisted of a series of "Huff-Puff" 
tests in which tracer innoculated solutions are in
jected into the reservoir during the "Huff" phase and 
the concentrations of these tracers are monitored in 
the backflowing fluid during the "Puff" phase. 

The test well, RRGP-5, was chosen because an anal
ysis of sonic televiewer logs indicate that the res
ervoir is a fracture network. The primary chemical 
tracer in all tests is the injection fluid from RRGP-3 
which has a specific conductivity of 8,000 ~mho/cm as 
opposed to th~ fluids native to RRGP-5 at 2,700 ~mho/ 
cm. The RRGP-3 fluid was innoculated with a different 
tracer or series of tra~ers for eacb test. Three qf 
the tracers we tried, I as NaI, Sr as NaSr and B~+ 
as borax, seem to be conservative ~nd have recovery 
rates near 100%. Three others, Mg~+ as MgC12, fluor
escein and rhodamine B, either adsorb on the reservoir 
material cr, as in the case of Mg~+, rEact Nith the 
host rock. 

Three test series were run for a total of nine 
tests. The first test series consisted of "Huff-Puff" 
tests in whi~h the secondary tracers were injected 
either continuously or as high concentration slugs . 
The test using slugs indicate that the tracer arrival 
time during backflow is independent of the injection 
time. The second test series introduced a quiescent 
period between injection and backflow and indicated 
that there was little or no natural hydrologic flow 
through the system. The final test was an unsuccess
ful well-to-well breakthrough experiment. 
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